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Abstract 
GIS is a perfect vehicle to deliver environmental knowledge and spatial 

information. In Taiwan, students are engaged and motivated to learn GIS in university, 
high schools, and elementary schools. Using GIS in the classroom enhance computer 
skills and explore the range of knowledge. This research project targets different 
generation of school students and is based on the scope of environmental education. 
First, develop GIS teaching materials, teach students how to read maps, and make 
their own map under the specific themes. Moreover, the series of courses emphasize 
students to investigate environment, use GPS marking geographic locations, and 
further collect environmental information. Through Internet, this project intends to 
develop national environmental databases based on Web-GIS map. All students can 
create their own map with individual subjects, integrate environmental information, 
and adopt the spatial analyses with ArcGIS 9.2 software. The objective of this 
research is to cultivate students’ capabilities of collecting, displaying and analyzing 
spatial information. 
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Introduction 
 The paper highlights GIS integration in environmental education in selected 
projects from universities and elementary schools in Taiwan. The projects utilized GIS 
to propose the solutions or address community issues. Each has a related GIS lesson 
application that describes GIS processes to solve the problem. Thus, GIS is applied 
daily in many aspects of environmental education. GIS is a tool for students to 
explore, question, integrate, analyze, interpret and evaluate the spatial data 
systemically. 

The paper introduces some case studies at schools. The first case is to teach GIS 
at Feng Chia University and university students learn with GIS including GIS courses, 
GIS platform connected to GIS Hub, and project practices. The second case is to 
demonstrate GIS multimedia teaching materials and the theme map competition for 
high school students. The third case is to target elementary school students and is 
based on the scope of environmental education. During the training lectures, teach 
students how to read maps, and make their own map under the specific themes. 
Moreover, a series of courses have been emphasized for students to investigate 
environment, use GPS marking geographic locations, and collect environmental 
information. Through Internet, this project intends to develop national environmental 
databases based on Web-GIS map. All students can create their own map with 
individual subjects, integrate environmental information, and adopt the spatial 
analyses with ArcGIS 9.2 software.   
 
GIS Education for University 

In the recent year, Feng Chia University (FCU) obtained a remarkable academic 
project subsidized by Ministry of Education and developed e-learning platform. GIS 
Research Center, FCU would integrate research achievements into Blue Maps for 
teaching programs and then created GIS application education program and developed 
the e-Design GIS education platform. The e-Design GIS education platform provides 
GIS online learning courses and spatial data warehouse. Teachers at Construction 
&Development colleges have planned the theme subjects with the teaching method of 
project practice and learn how to solve problems with GIS concepts and techniques on 
the e-Design GIS education platform. 
1. GIS Application Education Program 

The center offered GIS application education program for university students. A 
series of courses trained students to adopt GIS as the analysis tool discovering spatial 
views. GIS is a perfect technique for vehicle to deliver necessary content and 
contextualize a lesson, so students are engaged and motivated to gain the knowledge 
presented. Using GIS in the classroom enhances computer skills, increases the scope 
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of students’ learning styles, promotes critical-thinking skills, and hones 
communication and presentation skills. 

In each GIS case study, students have been taught to know geographic meaning, 
collect spatial data, such as, maps, topographic map, vector data, and aerial photos. 
Then, students use ArcGIS software to analyze spatial data. Among those lectures, the 
centers also design some materials are link to GIS-based 3D terrain models through 
research results. Using 3D GIS for education, it could draw students’ attention. 

The courses cover the development of GIS, principles of cartography, spatial 
data analysis and overlaying, terrain analysis, buffer analysis, 3D GIS application, 
Remote Sensing, GPS technology, and WebGIS, MobileGIS, ArcGIS manipulation.  
Students will learn how to use GIS in the natural recourses management, public 
services, e-learning, regional development, fleet motoring, disaster mitigation and 
prevention, data warehouse, 3D GIS application, and so on. 
2. e-Design GIS education platform 

A. e-Learning platform  
The center developed e-Design GIS education platform for all department 
students at Construction &Development colleges, including Land Management, 
Civil Engineering, Hydraulic Engineering, Architecture, Urban Planning, and 
Transportation Management. E-Design platform, the core of the e-Learning 
platform, manages courses, teaching materials, and records of students’ works. 
Instructors will prepare teaching materials for a variety of courses including 
handout, presentation slides, and references and then display them on web as 
teaching in classes. After a class, students can browse information on web for 
reviewing or downloading. See the Figure 1 (1) indicates various courses; (2) 
shows course content for reviewing; (3) provides the quick access to GIS hub 
when analyze spatial data during classes.  

 
Figure1 e-Design GIS Education Platform 

B. Learning ArcGIS Online 
Students will learn ArcGIS on e-Design platform. This platform offers some 
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online courses to teach ArcGIS step by step. Students can follow video 
instruction to learn how to use ArcGIS.  
C. Integrate GIS Data warehouse 

Instructors or students can set up queries to search spatial layers they need 
in e-Design platform which links to the search system of GIS hub. (Figure 2)  
All spatial layers can be previewed to have the better understanding. (Figure 
3) Moreover, according to topics assigned by instructors in a variety of 
courses, students can use ArcGIS to show analyzing results. Instructors will 
select some of best spatial analyses displayed on e-Design platform or saved 
for the other researches in the future. On the other hand, GIS hub inspires 
students to gradually create innovative ideas on spatial analyses and raise 
students’ capabilities of spatial design. 

 

 
Figure2 e-Design GIS Hub  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3 GIS Hub for preview the search result of spatial data 
3. Apply GIS on environmental projects  

Students at Feng Chia University processed the environmental projects. For 
example, students used spatial techniques to approach the site selection of firefly 
habitat. The teacher instructed students to use one of ArcGIS functions - 
inverse-distance weighting (IDW) and then created a variety of theme maps 
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based on different living criteria, such as temperature, humidity, and altitude. 
After that, adopt overlay to select appropriate site for firefly habitat. This project 
would be substantial for researches of firefly conservation and promotion. 

 

Figure4 develop theme maps based on spatial data 

 
Figure5 firefly habitat 

 In addition to spatial analyses, the center integrated 3D simulation and remote 
sensing. Use DEM and site model development to design 3D simulation, students can 
learn environment transition, debris flow disaster demonstration and community 
development. 

 
Figure6 3D simulation 
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GIS Education for High Schools 
Since 2001, the geographic class books cover 60% GIS contents at Taiwan’s high 

schools. E- Generation cultivation program initiated by Ministry of Education in 
Taiwan include GIS education materials to raise high school students’ GIS knowledge. 
GIS Research Center, FCU adopted its own research achievements and applications to 
develop environmental education materials, and published GIS learning CD for high 
school students. The center also held ArcGIS workshops for high school teachers 
regularly during the year to cultivate their capabilities. Moreover, the GIS competition 
for specific subject map would be held these years and invited high school students to 
join the contest. During the competition, the high school students would learn GIS 
concepts and spatial analysis methods on different aspects of environmental issues. 
1. GIS learning CD for high school students 

The center designed GIS learning CD for high school students and integrated 
multi-media display. The CD contents include GIS basic concepts like vector 
data and raster data structure, and then introduce some spatial analyses, such as 
spatial information search, overlay, buffer and so on. In addition, GIS learning 
CD emphasize animation to demonstrate concepts and deliver practice cases to 
explore GIS analysis tools.   

 

Figure7 GIS learning CD for high school students 
2. GIS competition for specific subject map 

In order to raise capabilities for executing GIS applications, the center held GIS 
competition of specific subject map for high school students. Each group of 
students selected one topic to find the solution related to geographic data. In the 
competition, students processed information collection, analyses, and designed 
the specific theme map. Students from GIS map competition would learn how to 
use spatial information in daily life and also inspire their motivation.   
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Figure8 GIS competition for specific subject map 
 
GIS Education for Elementary Schools 

Last year, the center started “community map” courses for elementary school 
students. The courses teach students how to adopt information technology, attend field 
investigations, and demonstrate their finding on map blog. 
1. GIS & Map Course 

As Web 2.0 develops, Web GIS or Open GIS like Google Earth has become 
booming. The center designed the curriculum for elementary school students to learn 
map world with the tools of Web GIS. The map course focused on the evolution of 
maps from paper maps to electronic maps, and how to read the map. Moreover, 
demonstrate the example of Open GIS. Students logged in Google Earth and flied 
through the world, then arriving in Taiwan and the specific community as well. This 
course can lead students to know the relationship between their community and the 
world. After that, students could design the investigate route for the field trips.  
2. Develop Environmental Database  

During the field trips, students used GPS to get coordinates, took pictures and 
recorded some features about scenic spots. After collecting environmental information, 
students create their own theme map based on Web-GIS platform which has been 
called “EasyMap” and established by the center. Students can write down the 
description of their finding, upload pictures, and placed on the specific coordinate on 
the customized map blog platform. Through Internet, this project developed national 

The map shows scattered sites of 
bamboo-shoot plants in Taichung  

The research on the observation and  
transition of ponds in Taoyuan  
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environmental databases based on Web-GIS map blog. All students could create their 
own map with individual subjects, integrate environmental information. Further, 
teachers adopted the environmental data with ArcGIS software to demonstrate spatial 
analyses.    
3. Community Map 

After the course, the center held “community map “competition and invited 
elementary students to join the contest. Each group of students focused on community 
environmental issues related to natural environment, ecological conservation, energy 
efficiency and carbon reduction, and so on. The students created their community map 
with specific themes on EasyMap Blog.      

In a series of training courses, students could learn how to adopt information 
technology, such as, Web GIS, Open GIS, and GPS to observe their living 
environment and record their finding. The community maps demonstrated a variety of 
environmental information. (See Figure 9)  

 

Figure9 competition works of community maps 
 

Conclusion 
The objective of this project is to cultivate students’ capabilities of collecting, 

displaying and analyzing spatial information. GIS Research Center, FCU integrate 
concepts of environmental education and GIS spatial analyses. The center designs a 
series of training courses or activities for universities, high schools, and elementary 
schools. Meanwhile, the center also established e-Design GIS education platform 
connecting to GIS data warehouse so that university students could explored the 
spatial data from data warehouse and showed their spatial analyses on e-Design 
platform. GIS teaching materials with Multi-media display attract high school 
students to learn GIS. They also learn by doing the project for GIS competition. It 
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renders them best practice in GIS field. Simplify procedures for elementary school 
students to learn GIS. Web-GIS platform is the best platform for students to 
demonstrate their works. Through Internet, all students can create their own theme 
map blog and develop national environmental databases based on Web-GIS map 
platform.  
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